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Abstract

Agile methods are increasingly popular – in information systems development and in general. The process of transformation, however, is not easily done, and the inherent barriers for successful transformation are high. To successfully transform a team or a whole organization to work in an agile manner, the threats, barriers, and the overall process have to be known. In this paper, we derive a lifecycle model of agile teams as well as threats to their success, based on interviews from six cases across a variety of industries and organizational contexts. This model further includes pathways for teams to discard agile methods if these do not fit the team’s needs. Based on this model, organizations can refine their agile transformation strategies and can keep on improving success rates of agile transformation processes.

1. Introduction

Agile information system development (AISD) methods are increasingly popular in research and industry [9, 20, 21, 32]. With increasing adoption of agile methods, and outgrowing the field of pure information systems development [12], a need for organizational transformation and continued AISD team management has arisen, and it has become even more important to understand the mechanisms of action at play to avoid costly project failures [32, 46, 51].

While change management and AISD method tailoring as well as adoption have been covered by extant research [e.g., 21, 26], some organizations have even become less agile than before their agile transformation [41]. Further, research on team-level effects and especially on the processes involved when transforming teams is scarce [9, 36], as literature focuses on method tailoring [e.g., 10, 21], method adoption [24, 36], or organizational transformation [e.g., 31, 45]. Additionally, change management literature so far has mostly dealt with top-down managed teams from the perspective of top and middle management [c.f. 56], and has mostly ignored the self-organizing, bottom-up way and transparency that AISD methods entail, while a psychologically safe environment, a healthy organizational culture, and open collaboration are seen as key factors for successful AISD teams in practice [19, 41]. Only limited research has taken different viewpoints into consideration [e.g., 2].

These aspects are closely related to viewing AISD as a social process; as AISD is quintessentially a team effort [54], practitioners as well as researchers call for more research on social aspects of AISD teams [18]. We therefore focus on the team’s lifecycle, meaning the phases a team experiences when undergoing agile transformation and the barriers along their way, bridging the gap between method tailoring and adoption [e.g., 21] and general change management literature [e.g., 56]. With a more holistic understanding of the AISD team lifecycle and corresponding guidelines, agile transformation processes will no longer resemble a mere heuristic approach and will be less prone to cost-intensive, sub-par agile implementations, or outright failures. In this paper, we therefore address the following research question: How can the lifecycle of AISD teams be described and explained, and which barriers have to be overcome to become agile?

To open up the black box of the lifecycle of AISD teams and the agile transformation process, we conducted an exploratory, multiple case-study across six different organizations. Our inductive, two-step coding process resulted in a set and categorization of threats to the agile transformation process and a phase model describing the lifecycle of AISD teams, including barriers to overcome.

Taken together, we provide novel insights which help practitioners to enhance structure and management of their agile transformation processes, anticipate barriers and threats, and take corrective action to reduce failure rates and increase satisfaction among team members. Further, our results lay the groundwork for extending the body of knowledge of change management and method tailoring to integrate a more holistic view of agile transformations and AISD teams, therefore giving a new line of argument to explain failing and succeeding agile transformation.
processes. Lastly, we advance our understanding of team-level effects in AISD, ultimately improving team performance and reducing project failures.

In the following, we give an overview about related work. Then we describe the cases and the coding process. Next, we present our findings. Finally, we discuss our results and their implications.

2. Related Work and Background

2.1 Agile Information System Development and Agile Adoption

IS are often developed in the form of projects [25], with many involved stakeholders and project team members [7]. The nature of AISD is in many aspects intangible [14], and the major problems of AISD projects are not so much technological as sociological in nature [17]. Coordination and communication are necessary for successful implementation [23, 28], and creating a shared understanding is deemed to be a major driver for AISD success [13, 23, 48].

In practice, approaches for developing IS range from sequential [49] to more cyclic, iterative approaches [4]. AISD methods [e.g., 6] trade strict control for more flexibility and autonomy within the team, the overall development process is not planned and scheduled upfront, and progress is made in small iterative phases, while encouraging change and constant feedback [8]. Planning becomes a permanent task, and team leadership is established via collaboration and is separated from project lead [20].

While the team is thus highlighted as the crucial aspect of AISD in practice, extant research in the field of AISD methods has investigated mainly specific and individual or organizational phenomena, such as the use and effects of specific agile practices [e.g., 1, 40], or effects regarding whole projects or organizations, such as the introduction of AISD methods to teams [e.g., 6, 36] or recently scaling AISD methods to large-scale projects [11, 27].

As research thus covers the individual and organization-wide level of effects on AISD, team-level effects are covered less so, and existing results are contradictory. Team research has included technology as an influencing factor of team work [e.g., 30], but specific features of AISD have not been observed. Research found that cohesive teams are the optimal base for applying agile practices [6, 22], while other studies suggest that diversity amplifies creativity and problem-solving ability [32, 47] and therefore might provide benefits for AISD. These inconsistencies are especially important for AISD, as AISD teams rely heavily on efficiency [to respond quickly to changes; 9] and problem-solving ability [to complete complex, non-routine tasks; 32].

In regard to the lifecycle of AISD teams, only limited research exists. For instance, Fitzgerald, Hartnett and Conboy [21] observed the customization and tailoring of AISD methods over a period of three years. They found that more development-centric (i.e., stemming from Extreme Programming) and more project-management-centric (i.e., stemming from Scrum) practices tend to create synergetic effects when tailored to the individual needs of a specific needs. Further, they found that these needs may differ drastically among different teams from the same organization. While providing a seminal basis for the adaptation and tailoring process of AISD methods, Fitzgerald, Hartnett and Conboy [21] provide only limited additional insight into the overall transformation process. Similarly, Sarker and Sarker [52] provide insight into the optimal harnessing of AISD methods in geographically distributed projects, but less so in the team’s lifecycle and overall transformation process. Livari and Livari [26] explain the relationship between organizational culture and AISD methods, especially in emergent stages, but also do not provide insight into the overarching lifecycle of agile transformation.

In sum, extant research does not address differences in lifecycle status, or how to overcome different barriers in different phases. While we focus on information systems development projects, our understanding of AISD includes organizational science’s more abstract view of agility as a dynamic capability – therefore suggesting change management research as a building block.

2.2 Change Management

Transforming an organization to an agile organization inherently entails change management – the planned transition of an organization from an initial state to a target state, including planning, execution, and control of actions needed to perform this transition. Especially the three-phased model (i.e., CATS) of Lewin [33], the 8-step process of Kotter [29], and the Seven Steps of Luecke [35] have emerged as central, yet abstract theories for explaining and managing organizational change. For instance, especially CATS has been praised [53] as a seminal work, and has been criticized at the same time as being too simplistic [c.f. 15]. Still, these theories remain fundamental works for explaining planned organizational change [c.f. 56].

As these theories are aimed at an universal, abstract team and are designed to be applied independent of the specific environments of a to-be-transformed team, they include processes and influencing factors at a high
level, such as “create a sense of urgency” as an important process or shifts in strategy, structure, and culture as change evoking factors [56]. While this birds-eye view on change management might not provide a detailed guideline for every specific field, it does provide a baseline framework for other theories.

For the domain of IT-enabled change and building upon general change management literature, Benjamin and Levinson [3] proposed a theory for explaining the differences that IT-enabled change brings compared to change driven by other concerns. Markus and Benjamin [38] have focused more on the social aspect of and roles needed for IT-enabled change, whereas Markus and Robey [37] addressed fundamental questions related to the relationship between technology and change. In sum, these theories do not include a holistic view and employ a mainly top-down, hierarchical view on teams and team management. They do not consider, for instance, how to overcome barriers to become – over time – self-aware, self-reflecting, autonomous, and a continuously refining team.

Considering the literature cited in this section, one might conclude that research on change management has not been actively continued after the late 1990s and followingly has been composed mostly in the context of non-agile teams. We found, however, a recent and upcoming [18] stream of research, targeting large-scale agile transformation [e.g., 11, 27]. Our research question therefore cannot be completely answered directly from extant research on agile methods or change management.

3. Research Method

3.1 Case Overviews and Data Collection

To answer our research question, we conducted an embedded, exploratory multiple case-study [58] in six different case organizations (see Table 1). The cases were sampled following a theoretical sampling strategy (we expected differences in lifecycle and adoption across the cases). All investigated organizational units are based in Germany. Two of these cases are set in large insurance companies (Insure1 and Insure2), one of which is active internationally and one nationally. The third and fourth cases (Develop1 and Develop2), as contrasts, are set in a small-to-medium sized software development company, focusing on Business-to-Business (B2B) services. Lastly, Consult1 and Consult2 are two large consulting companies, included as they can give a broader overview over different companies and therefore enrich our data set.

Develop1 and Develop2 started to incorporate agile practices eight years ago. Insure1 and Insure2 both are in the process of agile transformation, which started in both cases a little over a year ago. Consult1 provided access to participants who had multiple years of experience working agile for different clients and Consult2 provided access to agile coaches, which also had multiple years of experience. Due to the popularity of method tailoring [57] instead of “doing agile by the book” and deciding for a singular method, we decided to look at agile on a set of practices level instead of a method level.

### Table 1. Case Overviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insure1</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insure2</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop1</td>
<td>B2B Software</td>
<td>Small to medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop2</td>
<td>B2B Software</td>
<td>Small to medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consult1</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consult2</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Different Teams in Insure1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Oversees the overall agile transformation process; guides and introduces new teams to agile workflows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Agile software development team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem</td>
<td>Cross-functional ecosystem team; “test balloon” for rolling out product-oriented, cross-functional teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterfall*</td>
<td>A team that tried to implement agile methods, but returned to waterfall-like, non-iterative work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* this team has not been interviewed directly, but has been described in detail by the agile transformation team.

We collected data from various data sources and with different data collection methods. Semi-structured interviews and project documentation were used to generate data. We interviewed both project managers and project workers. Administrative documents, work descriptions, interview transcripts, and field notes were collected in a case study database. The selection of interview participants was based on the aforementioned work descriptions and administrative documents to cover common roles in AISD projects, but also to interview those team members, which can give detailed insight in and an overview of current and recent projects.

1 For additional case details see https://osf.io/tkjvf/
2 For details on the guideline see https://osf.io/fjq5e/  
3 For further informant details see https://osf.io/k2ncw/
We collected data from July 2018 to March 2019 while conducting 39 interviews at the organizations’ site or via calls. The guideline was not shared with the interviewees and we only used it as a checklist and outline. The aim was to encourage the interviewees to provide a narrative of their experiences as freely as possible. Participants from the transformation team of Insure1 (see Table 2) and all participants of Insure2 enabled us to gain an overview over all agile teams and, more importantly, were able to tell us about any “Lessons Learned”, as they were part of an agile transformation team. All other participants were part of development teams. Other documentation (e.g., work descriptions) were used to set the interviews into context.

While loosely following the guideline, space for probing and open questions was available. During these interviews, the participants were asked about the implemented agile practices and about teamwork in general. Further, we asked participants about their perceptions of the applicability and success of agile practices as well as team climate and interactions between team members. The interviews lasted about 60 minutes and were recorded and transcribed. This resulted in about 605 recorded transcript pages (letter format). Follow-up e-mails were sent to request clarifications and to offer informants the possibility to provide feedback and comments.

The interview protocol and guideline were checked against Bouchard [5] and Mishler [43]. The guideline was especially checked regarding the sequence of questions; however, since the interviews were basically open, as few direct questions as possible were asked and leading questions were avoided [34].

3.2 Data Analysis

Following Saldaña [50], we applied different coding strategies. At the core is the task of conceptualization, that is, “the process of grouping similar items according to some defined properties and giving the items a name that stands for that common link” [55]. As coding can be seen as “cyclical act” [50], our coding process therefore can be distinguished between a first and second step, with multiple iterations of each step involved to, for instance, resolve discrepancy between coders. The coding was performed by two researchers. Coding techniques and checklists [45, 61] were used to derive conclusions from the data. The data analysis process is outlined in Figure 1.

During the first step we conducted “Initial Coding”. Initial Coding helps to organize and break down the data into discrete parts [50]. This approach helps to reflect deeply on the contents and nuances while remaining open to all other possible leads in the data. In parallel, we conducted “Process Coding” – an approach to identify consequences of action or interaction [50]. Process coding focuses in more detail on helping the researcher to reflect on activity and conceptual action. Taken together, this first cycle of coding (i.e., initial and process coding), helped us “digest” the gathered data, structure it in a way that prepares for the following, more detailed analysis.

The following, second cycle coding method,
“pattern coding”, is appropriate for the development of major themes from data [42, 50]. These codes are capable to “identify an emergent theme” and therefore are helpful for “grouping those summaries into a smaller number of sets, themes, or constructs” [42]. We tried to group our descriptive codes into meaningful pattern codes by combining similar (e.g., “constant improvement” and “continuous improvement”) as well as supplementary codes (e.g., “change is easier for ‘young’” and “change is more difficult for ‘old’”).

We completed the coding process with a final step, in which we did some post-coding activities such as fine-tuning of the wording and alphabetical order of the results.

4. Results

4.1 Threats to Agile Transformation

Based on the interviews and the resulting coding, two main results were derived. First, a categorization of factors influencing the implementation and adaptation of agile methods (i.e., “threats”) has been extracted. The resulting categories and exemplary factors, as well as exemplary quotes are listed in Table 3.

We identified four overarching categories. First, we identified threats from the team’s environment (e.g., missing top management support, unclear goals, or a works council, that hinders the agile expansion):

“But I think it's a good thing that the management's guidelines made a lot of room for maneuver to move more in this [i.e., agile] direction [...] if it hadn't been for that, it wouldn't have worked.” (Product Owner, Insure1)

Second, we identified threats related to personal effects of individual team members (e.g., that older team members found agile transformation generally speaking more difficult than younger ones, incompatible character attributes among team members leading to (emotional) conflict, general fear of change, or (task) conflict arising from excluding team members from decision making processes):

“We have an average age in IT of over 50. No kidding. It’s quite easy for some to say "oh, the few years I'm around, I won't do that to myself no more" It's not everyone’s way of thinking and that’s a little black-and-white, but it's a not uncommon.” (Product Owner, Insure1)

Third, we identified threats arising from the process of agile transformation or AISD itself (e.g., stemming from frustration of rituals that were perceived as “unnecessary”, the unwillingness to transition to a more transparent workflow, the incompatibility of agile processes to those of adjacent teams, or insufficiently allocated resources):

“The whole situation has changed because previously we were all in it [the team] between 50% and 70% of our capacity. [...] And recently I and another colleague got bumped up to 100% and all other colleagues to 80%. You can already tell now that there is much more room to engage with this topic.” (Specialist for Product Management, Insure1)

Fourth, we identified threats stemming from the team itself (e.g., a missing common language in the team or political fights of team members that demoralized other team members). These threats were especially salient early after the beginning of the agile transformation and less so for more experienced teams. Similarly, only those threats that include any decision maker (e.g., top management, team leaders) were visible before the initial decision to begin an agile transformation was made:

“We want to work together [cross-functionally] and we have to find a common language, right? And that wasn't the case in the past. And without the common language it won't work.” (Team Lead, Insure2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Exemplary Threats by Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management goals are unclear [known issue; e.g. 16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works council hinders agile expansion (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Character attributes | “It depends on the way people are. [...] It's the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incompatible among team members</td>
<td>“If you’ve been working this way for years and you think “oh here I’ve done a really good job” and someone comes along and says “that wasn’t good at all, we should work in a completely different way” – that’s very difficult for people to handle, isn’t it? To accept that first.” (Team Lead, Insure2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of change</td>
<td>“Partly where it was simply that some [team members] were not included and felt ignored – that actually led to rejection and conflict.” (Team Vision Specialist, Insure1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>“And their rituals are handled very strongly and strictly, which naturally then leads to questions and partly also to irritations with new colleagues, as they perceive the rituals as redundant.” (Change Management Specialist, Insure1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile creates unwanted transparency</td>
<td>“You also have to coach the people so that they do it right, because a lot of people feel that they are somehow being watched. Actually, it’s something quite intriguing if you say, ‘I’m working on this and that’, but the next one already thinks, if he doesn’t name at least five items next, then the boss thinks, ‘that’s terrible, you did too less. You didn’t accomplish anything.’” (Team Lead, Develop2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile does not fit into “old” processes</td>
<td>“If virtually all of the environment is prioritized [i.e. organized] differently, then it is difficult for me to do anything with any methodology, and that cannot be blamed on an agile methodology itself.” (IT Specialist, Insure1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The threats displayed in Table 3 vary across our cases, however, we did not find an indication that one of these threats can only apply to one of the barriers. While Develop1 and Develop2 showed nearly no indication of issues regarding top management, both Insure1 and Insure2 showed much more salient issues. This is mostly grounded in the organizational size and hierarchy – Develop1 and Develop2 have only two levels of hierarchy. Similarly, the fear of unwanted transparency was much higher in Insure1 and Insure2. This can, as multiple interviewees described, be traced back to the motivation many of the employees had when choosing the insurance industry (safety, security, and stability):

“Why does one choose to go work in insurance? One likes to have stability.” (Initial Team Set-Up Specialist, Insure1)

Opening up workflows and making one’s own work much more transparent inherently reduces safety, security, and stability, and therefore might pose a threat to an employee:

“Some say, ‘I don’t even want that freedom!’” (Initial Team Set-Up Specialist, Insure1)
Further, the mean age of employees was much higher in Insure1 and Insure2 than in Develop1 and Develop2. This had a profound effect on the threats related to age. No participant from Develop1 or Develop2 indicated that AISD methods were adopted better depending on age, while nearly every participant from Insure1 and Insure2 did so:

"Many have spent 20 or 30 years working like this [the waterfall model] and are now thinking 'why should I change at all?'" (Developer, Insure1)

4.2 A Lifecycle Model of Agile

As a second result, we propose a phase model of agile implementation and adaptation, including possible return paths to non-agile work. Figure 2 summarizes the model.

Based on the similarities and differences in implementation strategies and the resulting states of work processes, we derived phases and transitions as mentioned by participants during interviews. All cases mentioned some state of Non-Agile Work – a waterfall driven approach, and a very early non-structured “start-up” phase for Develop1 and Develop2. All cases experienced an initial “spark” or interest in agile methods, such as Insure1:

"There was a change in the executive board, and they issued the directive to have 80 teams transformed to agile before the end of the year." (Specialist for IT Portfolio Management, Insure1)

This interest led all cases to undergo a Preparation phase. In Insure 1, this was mainly due to difficulties implementing agile and the following reexamination of their transformation procedure:

"The transformation was nicely planned like a waterfall. At some point, everyone saw that it just did not work that way. Then the management board switched from a push to pull strategy – so the teams just had to signal interest, not the leadership." (Specialist for IT Portfolio Management, Insure1)

With this change in procedure, Insure1 overcame the first barrier: the decision to discard the idea of agile methods or to go agile and find the support to implement changes.

Having overcome this first barrier, all cases described an exploratory Implementation phase. Transforming and setting up was described as individual, heuristic approaches for each team. This phase is characterized by the process of trying to find a “modus operandi”, a set of agile practices, mindset, and roles matching the team’s individual needs:

"We used the retrospectives to discuss the ways of working together [and] simply familiarize ourselves with the methodology and then said: Yes, here it fits well, elsewhere we have to adapt." (Specialist for Customer Management, Insure1)

This process was in all cases described as not only iterative, but sometimes as time consuming:

"But for that you need a certain perseverance here as well." (Agile Coach, Consult2)

"It just takes time." (Team Vision Specialist, Insure1)

Only one team has – after multiple iterations – decided to discard agile methods and return to non-agile work. All other teams overcame the second barrier. While the first barrier is characterized by the dependency on management or leadership support to allow and consciously try to implement agile methods, the second barrier is described by building support and acceptance in the teams and convincing the team members:

"Right now, we're trying to tear down walls and take people by the hand and show them that's actually not so
Having overcome the second barrier, the teams entered a phase of Adaptation. This phase is characterized by constant refinement and iterative improvement by changing and adjusting the current work mode. Roger from Insure1 describes this as follows:

“This [initial implementation] was followed by a time when each team member was positioning themselves to a certain extent in the team. You also became more aware of their personal characteristics. And then the retrospective was more like this... Now not to affect only the personal level, but now that we had to talk very, very clearly about who cares about what in the team? And how do they want to ultimately work together?”

(Specialist for Customer Management, Insure1)

As for the other aspects of this phase model, we found evidence for this lasting, constant iterative mode of improvement in other cases. For instance, in Insure2 or Develop2:

“And since then we have had the opportunity to focus much more on retro[spective]. Following the theme “let’s think about where we want to change and improve the process further.”

(Scrum Master, Insure2)

“Then someone made a suggestion. We gave it a try. We agreed that it would work well or not. The things that worked well were kept, were perhaps also modified a little to fit the situation. And so, it simply evolved over time.”

(Project Manager, Develop2)

5. Discussion

Many of the above described threats are known from general change management literature. Similarly, many of the corrective actions taken by any of our case organizations are known. However, all participants from an agile transformation team or those who stated to have worked as a Scrum master reported that all corrective actions were based on experience and were mostly of heuristic nature – an AISD lifecycle framework combining extant knowledge from change management literature and the specifics of agile transformation has not been known, but was reported to be highly demanded. Such a framework was requested to help management to better anticipate the transformation process, prepare for threats, and ultimately improve the success of agile transformation processes.

As described in the previous section, many of the differences in salient threats to agile transformation were related to the size and history of the organization, we would still argue for the benefits of a generalized lifecycle model for AISD teams as provided above. We acknowledge the need for additional research on identifying different classes of threats and for which organizations they apply, but we see this study as an extensible base model. Further, the more abstract nature of this model enables an easier overview and adaptation for both research and practice.

However, this research is not without limitations. First, all of our cases are based in Germany. Therefore, our results might not be completely transferable to other regions and cultures. Future research could conduct similar studies in other countries and cultural regions to strengthen the confidence in our results or to add boundary conditions to the lifecycle model.

Second, we did not collect data longitudinally but only once per team. While we did ask each participant to describe the history of the team, the memories might have been distorted. However, as we collected data at multiple points in time for each case (e.g., over a span of 10 months for Insure1) and due to the homogeneous statements retrieved from participants, we believe this to be a minor influence on our results.

Third, we did not conduct interviews with every team member. It is likely that the perceptions of the specific team’s success and especially its social structure varies. We believe this difference to be of only peripheral nature and to not have a significant effect on our conclusions due to the very homogeneous nature of the statements in all interviews.

Fourth, while all cases used similar sets of SAPs (see online material extending Table 1), they still had differences. For instance, only Develop1 and Develop2 used collective code ownership. This practice could lead to more communication among team members, discussing, for instance, code changes, but could also have no effect, as we did not find evidence for a singular effect of this practice. Further research is therefore warranted.

The fifth limitation is the influence of social desirability bias, as it is generally more socially desirable to report success rather than failure. Nederhof [44] suggests postulating questions that are neutral. We tried to minimize the social desirability bias emerging from our questions. However, due to the clear preferability of success over failure, social desirability bias was still likely to emerge from questions during our interviews.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we derived a phase model, building upon and assembling extant literature, to explain the agile transformation process and the lifecycle of AISD teams. Based on 33 interviews with 39 participants...
across six case organizations from a variety of industries, we are confident to have found reliable and useful insights. We gave an overview over the basic literature regarding AID and change management and described our research process. The phase model was explained and threats to a successful agile transformation were given to raise awareness and prepare for corrective action (e.g., by discussing the fear of transparency early and extensively or to decide early whether or not AID is suitable for the team). It therefore bridges the gap between high-level, abstract change management models, and detailed agile method tailoring models.

Based on this model, we wage to answer the question raised in our title: while avenues exist for exiting an agile transformation process, successful transformation depends in many ways on broad support and being “in for a pound”.
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